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effort (PDF)
australia officially the commonwealth of australia is a country comprising the mainland of the australian continent the island of tasmania
and numerous smaller islands australia is the largest country by area in oceania and the world s sixth largest country australia is the
smallest continent and one of the largest countries on earth lying between the pacific and indian oceans in the southern hemisphere its
capital city is canberra and its most important economic and cultural centers are sydney and melbourne australia officially the
commonwealth of australia is located in the southern hemisphere and is bounded by two major bodies of water the indian ocean to the west
and the south pacific ocean to the east from emerald rainforests and fragrant eucalyptus covered mountains to golden ribbons of coastline
and woodland caves with aboriginal art there are countless ways to experience the beauty of this vast island nation even in urban settings
nature is never far away it may be the world s smallest continent but it s ranked number 6 in the world by country size so take your time
enjoy the ride and check out all the amazing things to see in australia from dreamtime walks to the heavenly apostles the landmarks of
australia are awe inspiring discover australia s sparkling beaches friendly wildlife and natural wonders there s never been a better time to
travel to australia so come and say g day
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australia wikipedia May 16 2024
australia officially the commonwealth of australia is a country comprising the mainland of the australian continent the island of tasmania
and numerous smaller islands australia is the largest country by area in oceania and the world s sixth largest country

australia history cities population capital map facts Apr 15 2024
australia is the smallest continent and one of the largest countries on earth lying between the pacific and indian oceans in the southern
hemisphere its capital city is canberra and its most important economic and cultural centers are sydney and melbourne

australia maps facts world atlas Mar 14 2024
australia officially the commonwealth of australia is located in the southern hemisphere and is bounded by two major bodies of water the
indian ocean to the west and the south pacific ocean to the east

23 of the best things to do in australia lonely planet Feb 13 2024
from emerald rainforests and fragrant eucalyptus covered mountains to golden ribbons of coastline and woodland caves with aboriginal art
there are countless ways to experience the beauty of this vast island nation even in urban settings nature is never far away

31 of the most iconic places to visit in australia Jan 12 2024
it may be the world s smallest continent but it s ranked number 6 in the world by country size so take your time enjoy the ride and check
out all the amazing things to see in australia from dreamtime walks to the heavenly apostles the landmarks of australia are awe inspiring

travel to australia australian tourism information Dec 11 2023
discover australia s sparkling beaches friendly wildlife and natural wonders there s never been a better time to travel to australia so come
and say g day
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